
	
	

The Bear Essentials… 

The largest bear ever killed in North America was from Kodiak Island with a total skull size of 30.75 in (78.1 

cm), and 8 of the top 10 brown bears listed in the Boone and Crockett record book are from Kodiak. The 

Kodiak Brown Bear (Ursus arctos middendorffi), is the largest subspecies of brown bear. These bears can 

weigh up to 1500 lb. (682 kg) or more and they occupy the islands of the Kodiak Archipelago in 

Southwestern Alaska. The bears’ traditional name in the Alutiiq language is Taquka-aq (Tah-goo-kuk)  

Taxonomy  
Taxonomist C.H. Merriam was the first to recognize Kodiak bears as unique and he named the species in 

honor of the celebrated Russian naturalist Dr. A. Th. von Middendorff. Subsequent taxonomic revisions 

merged most North American brown bears into a single subspecies (Ursus arctos horribilis), but Kodiak 

bears are still considered to be a unique subspecies (Ursus arctos middendorffi).  
Recent investigations of genetic samples from bears on Kodiak have shown that they are closely related to 

brown bears on the Alaska Peninsula and Kamchatka, Russia. It appears that Kodiak bears have been 

genetically isolated since at least the last ice age (10,000 to 12,000 years ago) and there is very little 

genetic diversity within the population. Although the current population is healthy and productive and has 

shown no overt adverse signs of inbreeding, it may be more susceptible to new diseases or parasites than 

other more diverse brown bear populations.  

 
Colour  
Hair colors range from blond to orange (typically females or bears from southern parts of the archipelago) 

to dark brown. Cubs often retain a white “natal ring” around their neck for the first couple years of life. The 

Kodiak's colour is similar to that of their very close relative, the Grizzly Bear.  

 
Size  
Few Kodiak bears have been weighed in the wild, so all weights are estimates. Size range for females is 

from 500 to 700 pounds and for males 800 to 1,400 pounds. Mature males (larger than sub-prime males) 

average 477–534 kg (1,051–1,177 lb.) over the course of the year and can weigh up to 1,500 lbs at peak 

times.  

Females are typically about 20% smaller and 30% lighter than males and adult sizes are attained when 

bears are 6 years old. Bears weigh the least when they emerge from their dens in the spring, and can 

increase their weight by 20–30% during late summer and fall. Bears in captivity can sometimes attain 

weights that are double those seen in wild bears. Kodiak brown bear "Clyde" died at age 22 in a zoo in 

North Dakota. He weighed more than 2,400 lbs.  

An adult male Kodiak Brown Bear stands up to 5 ft tall at the shoulder when it is standing on all four legs. 
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When standing fully upright on its hind legs a large male can reach a height of 10 feet (3m) or more. When 

hunters refer to a bear they are estimating the size of the skinned-out hide by adding the length (nose to 

base of tail) and the width (tip of left center front claw to tip of right center front claw) and dividing that 

sum by two. This measurement is extremely variable due to hide shrinkage or stretching, rendering it 

impossible to use as reliable way to compare bears.  

The standard method of evaluating the size of bears is by measuring their skull. Most North American 

hunting organizations and management agencies use calipers to measure the length on the back of the skull 

to the front tooth and the width between the cheekbones. The total skull size is the sum of these two 

measurements.  

The average skull size of Kodiak bears that were killed by hunters in the first five years of the twenty- first 

century was 25.1 in (63.8 cm) for boars and 21.8 in (55.4 cm) for sows.  

These are the largest brown bear subspecies and are comparable in size to polar bears. That makes Kodiak 

bears and polar bears the two largest members of the bear family, although polar bears tend to be longer 

and stand taller. Physically, Kodiak bears are similar to the coastal bears of the Russian Far East and 

Southwestern Alaska, though tending to be bigger and lighter in colour.  

 
Distribution and Density  
Although the term “Kodiak Bear” is widely used to include all coastal Alaska brown bears, the subspecies 

only occurs on the islands of the Kodiak Archipelago (Kodiak, Afognak, Shuyak, Raspberry, Uganik, 

Sitkalidak, and adjacent islands). The Kodiak bear population was estimated at 3,526 bears in 2005 yielding 

an estimated archipelago-wide population density of 0.7 bears/square mile (271.2 bears/1000 km2). During 

the past decade the population has been slowly increasing.  

Mating season for Kodiak bears is during May and June. They are serially monogamous (having one partner 

at a time), staying together from two days to two weeks. As soon as the egg is fertilized and divides a few 

times, it enters a state of suspended animation until autumn when it finally implants on the uterine wall and 

begins to grow again.  

Cubs are born in the den during January or February. Weighing less than a pound (<450g) at birth with little 

hair and closed eyes. They suckle for several months emerging from the den in May or June weighing 15–20 

pounds (7–9 kg). Typical litter sizes on Kodiak are 2–3 cubs, with a long-term average of 2.4 cubs per litter. 

Sows are sometimes seen with five or six cubs in tow, probably due to adopting cubs from other litters. 

Most cubs stay with their mothers for two years. Almost half of the cubs die before they leave with 

cannibalism by adult males being one of the major causes of death.  

Kodiak bears that have recently left their mothers, at ages 3–5 years have high mortality rates with only 56 

percent of males and 89 percent of females surviving. Most young female bears stay within or near their 

mother’s home range, while most males move farther away. Kodiak bears become sexually mature at age 

five, but most sows are over nine years old when they successfully wean their first litter.  

The average interval between litters is about four years. Sows continue to produce cubs throughout their 

lives but their productivity diminishes after they are 20 years old. Most adult sows die of natural causes (56 

percent) while most adult boars are killed by hunters (91 percent). The oldest known boar in wild was 27 

years old, and the oldest sow was 34.  

 

 

 



Denning  
Kodiak bears begin entering their dens in late October. Pregnant sows are usually the first to go to dens, 

males are the last. Males begin emerging from their dens in early April, while sows with new cubs may stay 

in dens until late June. Bears living on the north end of Kodiak Island tend to have longer denning periods 

than bears in the southern areas. Most Kodiak bears dig their dens in hill or mountainsides and they use a 

wide variety of denning habitats depending on which part of the archipelago they live on. Almost a quarter 

of the adult bears forgo denning, staying somewhat active throughout the winter.  

 
Home Range  
Bears on Kodiak are naturally diurnal (active during the day), but when faced with competition for food or 

space, they adopt a more nocturnal (active at night) lifestyle. This behavior is especially evident in the bears 

that live near and within Kodiak City. Kodiak bears do not defend territories, but they do have traditional 

areas that they use each year (home ranges). Because of the rich variety of foods available on Kodiak, the 

bears on the archipelago have some of the smallest home ranges of any brown bear populations in North 

America and there is a great deal of overlap among the ranges of individual bears.  

 
Habitat and Feeding Habits  
The islands of the Kodiak archipelago have a subarctic maritime climate with cool temperatures, overcast 

skies, fog, windy conditions and moderate to heavy precipitation throughout most of the year. Although the 

archipelago only covers about 5,000 square miles (13,000 km2) there is a rich variety of topography and 

vegetation that ranges from dense forests of Sitka Spruce on the northern islands, to steep glaciated 

mountains rising to 4,405 ft (1,362 m) along the central spine of Kodiak Island, to rolling hills and flat 

tundra on the south end of the archipelago.  

About 14,000 people live on the Archipelago, primarily in Kodiak city and the six outlying villages. Roads 

and other human alterations are generally limited to Afognak Island and the northeastern part of Kodiak 

Island. About half of the Archipelago is included in the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge.  

Bears live throughout the archipelago, adapting to local resources and retaining relatively small home 

ranges and comparable densities in most habitats. Emerging vegetation and animals that died during the 

winter are the first foods bears eat in the spring. As summer progresses, a wide variety of vegetation 

supplies nutritional needs until salmon return.  

Salmon runs extend from May through September on most of the Archipelago and bears consume the five 

species of Pacific salmon that spawn in local streams and lakes. In the late summer and early fall, bears 

consume several types of berries. Bears also feed on wind-rowed seaweed and invertebrates on some 

beaches throughout the year. Although deer, elk and mountain goats are abundant on the archipelago, few 

Kodiak bears actively prey on them.  

 
Sensory Perception and Intelligence  
There have been no scientific studies evaluating the sensory perception or intelligence of Kodiak bears. 

Subjective observations and comparisons to other bears suggest that Kodiak bears have eyesight that is 

comparable to humans (they are not “near sighted”), have hearing that is comparable to an average dog, 

and have a sense of smell that is up to ten times more acute than the average dog.  

Their level of intelligence seems to be somewhere between that of an average canine and a primate. Due to 

their level of intelligence, individual bears have personalities and unique ways of dealing with situations.  



Kodiak bears are generally solitary in nature; however, when food is concentrated in small areas, such as 

along salmon spawning streams, grass/sedge flats, berry patches, a dead whale, or even an open garbage 

dump they often occur in large groups. Along a few drainages on Kodiak, up to 60 bears can be seen 

simultaneously in a square mile area (2.6 km2).  

To maximize food intake at these important areas, bears have learned to minimize fighting and fatal 

interactions by developing a complex language (both verbal and body posturing) and social structure.  

 
Interactions with people  
In most circumstances, Kodiak bears are shy and attempt to avoid encounters with people. The most 

notable exceptions to this behavior pattern occur when bears are surprised, threatened, or attracted by 

human food, garbage, or hunter-killed game. Bear safety precautions center around avoiding such 

situations, understanding bear needs and behaviour, and learning how to recognize the warning signs bears 

give when stressed.  

 

Prehistory  
Early human occupants of the archipelago looked to the sea for their sustenance. At that time, Kodiak 

Natives (Alutiiq) occasionally hunted bears, using their meat for food, hides for clothing and bedding, and 

teeth for adornment. Traditional stories often revolved around the similarity between bears and humans, 

and around the mystical nature of bears because of their proximity to the spirit world. In their indigenous 

language, in fact, 'Alutiiq' means 'fierce bear hunter'.  
 


